Growing Awareness: Planning Food Cities
Friday 12th May 2017

2.00 Welcome and housekeeping, Ben Reynolds - Sustain
2.05 Introduction to Sustainable Food Cities, Alizée Marceau - SFC
2.10 Putting planning policies in place, with a focus on how Hull got food growing in their local plan, Gillian Morgan – Sustain; Hilary Hamer, Hull Food Partnership
2.40 A Council perspective: how planning policies support a food growing programme – a case study from Kensington & Chelsea, Leah Lazer, Sustain on behalf of Terry Oliver, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
2.50 Developer perspective: why include food growing space in new development – case studies from Leeds, Brighton and London, Gillian Morgan, Sustain
3.00 Key Messages, Q&A & discussion, Ben Reynolds, Sustain
3.30 Ends